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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Carlos García has contributed to the dictionary with 5 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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aztequismo
Respect and submission to the hierarchy in ascending (superior) order, which is demonstrated by addressing a person
by putting an academic or noble title before the surname or first name out of fear or because it is considered
disrespectful not to do so in the cultural environment. In Spain, it is only used when addressing a medical professional
such as 'Dr. ' and university professors as 'professor'.  If someone identifies themselves as 'engineer', 'licensed', etc. 
you better be from some Country in Latin America, or your own department colleagues will make jokes at your expense. 
.  . This custom was deeply rooted among the Aztecs, original people of America and hence its denomination of
aztequismo. 

livingstone
Salvador.John Livingston Seagull is translated in Spanish as Juan Salvador Gaviota.Cuando see this website, see " 34
livingston; and I appeared livingstone, my apologies.

patatuch
In El Salvador, it is a colloquial word used as a synonym for fainting. 

planigrama
Series of activities that will be developed to plan with greater guarantees of success a greater activity to be carried out. 

suchilero
suchilero is incorrectly written and should be written as "Suchilero ( )" being its meaning:<br>In Central America is thus
known to the person who learned the treatment of ailments of the human body with natural methods, experience
traditional or ancestral verbal teaching, using plants, animal cells, methods of body massage; to relieve and cure
ailments. Some of these people also use spiritualism and superstition as practice.A person who practices the suchileria.


